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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 
[The Editor does not hold himself usponsible for opinions 

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake 
to return; or ta correspond with the writers of, rejected 

intended for this or any other part of NATURE. 
No m>tice is taken of anonymous communications.} 

UnifoTmity in Lantern-slides. 
IN illustrating a scientific lecture it is important that 

lantern-slides produced from photographic negatives should 
be of uniform density, and should well exhibit the details 
which they are intended to illustrate. To blame the 
Ianternist for faults. which are not his own may give relief 
to the lecturer's feelings of disappointment, but this plan 
does not conduce to the success of the lecture. 

For some time past I have been experimenting on photo
metric methods of comparing exposures in printing from 
negatives of widely different density, and I find that if 
the tests are made with sufficient care the results exhibit 
a remarkable degree of uniformity. 

A simple photometer can be made of a sheet of white 
cardboard folded into the shape of an isosceles prisni. or 
double inclined plane, the faces of whkh are illuminated 
by sources of light placed on opposite sides of the prism, 
the distances .of the sources being regulated according to 
the law of inverse square. Now let two negatives urnter 
comparison be placed side by side in front of the ;two 
faces, and examined by the transmitted light reflected 
from the cardboard. Then, when the negatives look to be 
of the same density, their exposures will be proportional to 
the illuminations of the faces, and can be easily compared. 
If the negatives differ in contrast, this difference will be 
at once evident on adjusting the illuminations, and either 
the necessary modifications of treatment can be decided ''On 
or badly contrasted negatives can be set aside for intefi'Sifi
cation or omitted from the series. By a method identical 
in principle with the above I have been successful in test
ing the development of negatives and in calculating 
exposures in bromide enlarging. Two negatives exposed 
in succession . with calculated exposures . of twenty-five 
seconds and fifty miQutes have given under similar develop
ment equally good prints of almost exactly the same dark-
ness. G. H. BRYAN. 

I had a section· of a piece of granite prepared, anlli then 
another after the stone had been made red hot in an 
ordinary bright fire. 

Tn the unheated rock the zircons in the brown 
show good halos, ·arid these have not been obliterated by 
the strong heating. This may be worth mentioning, as 
the experiment may possibly not have been attempted by 
anyone else, either from lack of motive or the difficulty of 
getting a good slice after the rock has been made brittle 
by the heat. A. R. HuNT. 

Southwood, Torquay, June 20. 

LORD KELVIN'S PHILOSOPHY. 1 

Explanation in Terms of Force or of Afotion? Action 
across Empty Space or through a Medium? 

0 N E of the most interesting and important outcomes. 
of last year's meeting of the British Association 

at Leicester was the declaration by Lord Kelvin, during 

I 
a memorable discussion. on the constitution of the 
atom, in Section A, that he had found it necessary 

I 

to abandon the attempt to contemplate the material 
universe explicitly in terms of rether and motion, and 
for his own part preferred to resort to the Boscovich 
doctrine of centres of. force acting on each other 
according to some curiously complex law, without 
specific attention to the hypothetical medium in which 
such forces may exist. 

Now undoubtedly these ancient postulates of matter 
and force represent the dynamical method first made 
feasible by Newton's achievement in celestial physics, 
whereby phenomena were correlated by unexplained 
particles of matter acted upon by unexplained forces, 
of statical origin and unknown mechanism, according 
to a specified law of distance. This was how Newton 
mcces.sfully solved the problems of gravitation, and 
constructed the working theory of astronomy; but 
ithad been hoped, and by some is still hoped, that 
the time had now come for seeking to represent, in 

of something simpler and more fundamental, 
A Probable New Flu!ing in Spectrum of the nature of matter and the origin or inner 

Magnesmm Oxtde. mechanism of its various forces. 
. THERE appears to be a tho?gh faint, fluting · The most powerful and hopeful lever wherewith 
"} the spectrum of maJ:"n.esmm oxide wJ:IcJ: has not been to attack this great philosophical problem was the 
hitherto recorded, consistmg of seven pnncipal edges and k' t' th f 1 t' 't d · 'd't · t d d 
several fainter lines. No mention of it has been found I me IC eory. 0 • e as ICI Y an . ngi 1 y, . 111 ro uce 
anywhere, and Prof. Kayser, who has seen a photograph, . by Lord Kelvm himself.. By this means I! been 
says that it is unknown. If so, this is probably due to. the hoped t.o express . 111 terms of still simpler 
fact that it would be quite invisible against even a weak of I:TIOtl?'? ; 111 fact, to expla111 all t?e forces 
continuous spectrum. I With wh1ch physiCists have to do-electncal and 

The wave-lengths of the principal edges have be.en deter- chemical attraction, elasticity, magnetism, cohesion, 
mined by comparison with lines of zinc, cadmium, and and perhaps gravitation-in terms of the internal 
manganese, and are approximately as follows :-,--4823, motions of .a universally connecting fluid plenum. 
4819,. 4801, 4791, 478o, 4771. . T?e first. of these is But now question arises, is it at all certain that 
v_ery famt, and although almost cou;cident With the . Mn the material universe can really be understood in 
hne at 4823.' appears to have a shghtly .great:r wave- terms of motion alone-motion of an ,all-pervading 
length, and Is probably n'?t due to Mn as The contihuous fluid known as the rether of space? And 
edge at 4780 IS rather diffuse, and two famt lmes have · ld h 1 · b · f ? 
been measured between it and 4791 , Between 4771 and wou sue .a so uti0£1 e satis ac!ory. . . 
4731, five lines have been measured, which may also belong !? many tt has seemed that thts to stm-
to the system. P.ltctty was t?e cl.osest approach to ultimate explana-

The fluting. is obviously related to that beginning at tion umficat10n . that could hoped for. 111 the 
5007; the spacmg between the edges is of the same order, domam of mathematics and phystcs; and dunng the 
and it is only well seen .when the latter is very intense. last half-century many steps, apparently in the direc
Aithough first observed about twelve months ago, it was tion of such an achievement, have been taken by the 
only photographed last February. Some of leaders in these branches of human knowledge. 
the negatives also .show. that the se;ies of faint: fine The mathematical foundation was laid by Helm
on the less refrangible side of the vwlet magnesmm tnplet holtz when he reduced rotational or vortex motion 
extends much further into the visible spectrum than cata- in fluid under the domain of .mathematics. 

by Eder Valenta.. E. E. BRooKs. 't was followed up by Lord Kelvin's kinetic or 
Leicester Mumcipal Techmcal School, June 18. t t' th f 1 t' 't ·d • 'd't th t th s a IC eory o e as tct y an ngt 1 y; so a rna e-

The Halos round Zircons in Biotite. 
WITH reference to the action of radium on glass, and its 

removal by exposure to sunlight, the following unintentional 
experiment may possibly be of interest. Many years ago 

NO. 2018, VOL. 78] 

maticians, such as FitzGerald, Heaviside, Larmor, 
1 Being thoughts sng2:ested by· the meeting of the. Mathematical and 

Physical Section of the British Association at Leicester in August, roo7; and 
referred to in Sir Oliver Lodge's recent Presidential Address to the 'Faraday 
Society, May 26, 1908. 
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Hicks, J. J. Thomson, and others, as well as Lord ful; and whereas it had been hoped to explain force 
Kelvin himself, .have, from various points of view, in terms of latent motion, Lord Kelvin in later years 
endeavoured to devise a scheme of spinning motion in sought to expound motion in terms of force, giving 
a perfect fluid plenum which should be able to accom- up the kinetic unification of the material universe in 
plish in general terms all that the rether is known favour of a conception more arbitrary and descriptive, 
to perform : more particularly. that it should be able and permitting himself to regard force as perhaps an 
to imitate its {acuity of transmitting the transverse I equally fundamental, perhaps a more fundamental, 
or solid quiverings that we call light; yet without conception than motion. 
resisting the motion of bodies through it; and at the I It may be that philosophers will concede the (to me) 
same time that it should be able to maintain its own , somewhat improbable proposition that an explanation 
turbulent or whirlpool motion in an unconfused and in terms of force and action-at-a-distance will be as 
regularly stable condition throughout infinite titne. satisfactory as an elucidation in terms of motion and 
And in this difficult undertaking they have from time a continuous medium. To Lord Kelvin it would 
to time set:med partially successful; at ,any rate, appear, that both solutions were . equa lly satisfactory, 
they have reached suggestive results and opened up and . that . it was only , a question · of . which was the 
stimulating vistas. inost tractable: In . any . case it is . noteworthy that 

The ether· .must be incompressible, too., , being per- he , took , up , so clear and definite a . position; . it is 
fec;tly continuous without breaks or any <;>f atomit. the key to much of , .. his recent ,work, ,and., to , the diffi
or granular structure, save such as may ,.b{! conferred culties which he ,felt_,in accepting . some ,of .,the ... hypo
upon it by reason of its infra-material intemal motipn; theses,,.'!Vhich .are· a .. . consequel)ce .: of • the 
An infinitesimally turbulent liquid of some,,kind seeme<l. electrical .theory of; matter . and .of some oLthe, facts 
the desideratum, and many have been to of .radio-activjty. · It ,now seemSJIOt, urinaturaLthat he 
devise such a liquid. An interlaced system. of vot;tex should, have ,sought to express. and explai!} tJ:lese .great 
fibres or filaments has to some seemed the,mostJikeJy. results , otherwise .. . His attitude ·is both. coherent . and 
device ; a similar scheme was a system ot plates. or. ; ., .thouglj . I ' would . urge. ' '"most 
laminar vortices; while a · third . theoretical ,_advance, and (in of 
ceived it as a collection of connected filaments . all in ·Maxwell ·and ·others) · has been ; alol)g : th_e 
a state of rapid internal motion, though st{ltt()na_ry •ai ·line; 0iLnot Jhe, lin.e , t;>l:-l}:Himate 
regards locomotion in space ;-what might ,be, ·calJed . any .rate .that;of 
a vortex sponge. By some such means -it .was hoped : At: the ·it ·-must. be . admitted ,that, .if a 
to be able to combine the elastic rigidity ,is 
to a solid, with the penetrable unresistance. to. motion sible me.cii.urn at ,pace; 
of solids through it, characteristic of a , perfect, fluid, .. rely ''\di,stingllis .. hl!-ble,.,, f.rom . n , •. -.. ·d.i.!?tance, 
arid with the complete incompressibility , of an accoq:ling .. to .a 
liq!lid. But the mathematical difficulties . .. the· .same , thpllgQt in 
treatment have been rather overwhelming; and an-un-: another way-the influence . of an electron,· or, ma:tter
certainty about the stability or permanence ,of -such a unit, .. field, of. force , extends all 
medium has always obtruded itself in a discouraging directi_ons, ·. need .. not :be as 
manner. 'lrbitrary boundary .. beyo11d which things can be said 

In fact, there has always been a . troublesome co be , at a , distance from it. 
amount of instability in all the schemes . that- have It will be _. remembered . that -, some - o.r the, ol<!: ·pl;lilo
hitherto been devised, so that none of the sophers saw great · difficulties )n1_ ,the: .. . con
of the motion doctrine was able to announce a finally ceptionof.motion . .. Itappeaq; 3;s ,a ·cunous .ev.anescent 
satisfactory result. transition . from . one place. another;. jnvplv_ing,. the 

Still it was felt by most of those who have worked <\ttribute of ", time'.' ;-.it is -incieed·.',! not a -being but a 
at the subject that the outlook in this direction would pecoming," when position is taken as the primary 
be so bright, if initial difficulties could be overcome, conception. 
that it was worth a long-continued effort to. see if a But I urge that it is simplest to reg\).td " position " 
coherent scheme could be planned on these· lines, so and " .distance P as secondary .oqnceptions; sub
as to secure what, if it turned out to be the truth, ordinate to. and arising. _out... of. our.. per:ception of 
would surely be a magnificent generalisation. motion. Unless motion is to be ,, a .thing 

Indeed, it has sometimes seemed unlikely· that a dire'!ctly apprehendeP,, it is· . truly. rather -.. an .. elusive 
mode of explanation which offered such attr11ctive idea.. To me it seems a direct 
features, and led so far in the right · direction, information convey,ed by . our ml!scular.,sense. Space 
could, a fter all, be a blind alley leading nowhere; or, itself seems a consequence .deduced . from- our percep
to vary the metaphor, a mere will-of-the-wisp which tion of motion ; and · the idea of. time follnws· from our 
it was waste of time to pursue. direct perception of rapidity of motion. But prob-

'What. has certainly been made out is that motion ably to Lord Kelvin these things appeared other
of atomic structures, in an rether with elasticity postu- wise. 
lated, supplies a complete working scheme on which The conclusion of the discussion on the constitu-
we can rest without inquiring further as to the origin tion of the atom may be summed up thus :-
of this elasticity. Beyond this, the attempt to explain The internal energy of Lord Kelvin's model atom is 
the material universe on a purely kinetic basis has static or potential. The internal energy of the hypo
not made much progress in quite recent years; and, thetical atom at which others are working is kinetic. 
to those competent to attack it, it has probably The disintegration of radium in the former case 
seemed better to let the problem lie dormant for a is comparable to the explosion of an unstable chemical 
time, until future discoveries in mathematics or in compound, like gun-cotton. In the latter case it must be 
physics threw more light upon the rocky path or pro- represented by something more akin to the flying to 
vided _us with better for climbing it. pieces of a single rapidly spinning unit, such as a fly-

Dunng the epoch of wa1tmg tt now appears that wheel. 
our venerated chief was deflected from further attempts I And so for the present the matter stands. 
in this direction, and directed his attention elsewhere. 
Other methods seemed to him more immediately hope- OLIVER LODGE. 
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